
Data Warehouses 
and 

Institutional Research
Considerations for Effective Developments

“How to design your Data Warehouse to support Institutional 
Research”



Let’s define some of the key 
concepts…



Data Warehouses (DW)
• Whole of organisation data repositories to support decision 
making
• Mostly sourced from key transactional systems and 
occasionally from strategic systems (eg Planning, 
Performance Analysis)

“A data warehouse is a repository of an organization's 
electronically stored data, designed to facilitate reporting and 
analysis”

(Davenport, Thomas H. and Harris, Jeanne G. Competing on Analytics: The New 
Science of Winning (2007) Harvard Business School Press)



Institutional Research (IR)
Is applied Business Intelligence (BI) in the context of Higher 
Education

“Business Intelligence  refers to computer-based techniques 
used in spotting, digging-out, and analyzing business data… 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence)

IR is different to general BI by –
1) Focusing on external data sharing for benchmarking ie

cooperative data exchanges between competitors
2) Applying a range  external standards, some of which are 

different for the same concept eg “Commencing Student”, 
“Retention” and thus “different views of the truth”

3) Embedding quality systems that use surveys as one of the 
main tools/sources. These are outside the general 
transactional systems in typical organisations

4) The degree of reliance on qualitative analysis



At What stage is your DW?

• Pre-design?
• In Development/pre Production?
• In Production/post development?

Depending on the DW design and 
compared to its predecessor, IR may be 
advanced or restricted/constrained.



Here are some considerations to 
assist in ensuring that the DW 
supports IR needs… 

These are based on evidence from 
case studies and observations…



General Premise 
In building a whole of organisation DW, there are a 

plurality of perspectives,  interests and needs.

Against limited resources and timelines, priorities and 
needs must be discerned, rated and prioritised.

IR by its nature, has different demands and perspectives 
when compared to HR, Student Services, Finance, 

Faculties, Departments or Centres.

IR is “de-siloed” and takes a whole of University 
perspective in respect to data to support IR analysis.



Consideration 1 
How is the DW being Built? 

What are the conduits to make awareness of IR 
high?

•Outsourced development?
• Consultants may not be familiar with IR

•In House IT?
• IT is definitely not familiar with IR

•In house within the IR area of the University?
• Is a very common model given the nexus between 
need, knowledge and use

Each raise different issues and perspectives.



Consideration 2 
DW Scope 

Transactional vs Strategic Data?

Be certain on the demarcation between transactional and strategic data 
for BI. IR needs are concentrated into the strategic end of the 
information spectrum  –
1) Need to be vigilant that the DW does not morph into replicating the 

current operational reporting systems -
• An indicator is the amount of Transformation/Business Rules. If  

the DW has just Extraction and Loading, then where is the value 
add? 

2) Transactional bias tends to emerge because 
• Transactional System reporting is generally limited ie going 

through IT to get reports created, using limited pre-designed 
reports or using tools such as Oracle Discover which have been 
set up within the organisation with limited utility

• Cost effectiveness - BI reporting/analysis is easier and more 
powerful than the tools used in Transactional Systems 



Consideration 3 
Is the DW Governance Model created before, during or after the 

DW design/development?

1) Before
a) Can lay a full road map and consider all areas of the 

Governance Model
b) Involve all relevant groups including IR
c) IR – may control some of the complex concepts/definitions eg

Retention, Performance indicators
2) During

a) A full appreciation of the issues may come too late
b) Engagement with the University community may be less than 

optimal
3) After

a) Creates a range of higher risks –
a) Needs may not be fully considered
b) Changes could be costly



Consideration 3 
Here is an example of a Data Governance framework from Informatica -

Each of the data governances areas raise issue relevant to IR.

Lets consider some.    



Consideration 3 
Data Availability/Consistency

1. Will the DW “snapshot” data periodically or reflect a daily 
continuous feed ie live? Government reporting “freezes data”

2.   Many data sources are significantly lagged eg AGS. Gives rise to 
Graduation Year vs Survey Year vs Reporting Year

Lots of confusion in the sector on what the “Year” means 
when it comes to annual Surveys. The DW in development 
may consider this and leave it to the reporting layer, but this 
may not be the best location given the pervasiveness of this 
issue

3. Some data is static and provided once a year. Different data load 
processes are needed reflecting the sources. How will people 
remember when to load in say spreadsheets – generally after a user 
query eg “ where is next years load forecast?”



Consideration 3 
Data Quality

1. Depending on the “snapshot” data or whether a daily continuous feed is in 
place, the quality may be significantly different. For example for most 
Student Submission data, data becomes “perfect “at around Submission 
Date. Before this the quality is much lesser. 

2. Where do business rules get applied to fix data issues? At source, in the 
ETL or in the reporting layer? For example if the student does not have a 
Citizenship Code/Indicator provided and is Fee Paying Overseas  - what 
rules area applied to allocate to Onshore or Offshore?

3. Who got the responsibility to fix up the data?

4. Is the owner of the data the same as the owner of the Business Rules 
relating to the data fix?



Consideration 3 
Data  Security

1. All classes of user need to be considered –
• Staff
• Student
• Researcher

2. Ethics Committee consideration

3. Government Laws – Privacy

4. External data standards and use of information eg AGS, conditions of 
data grant (eg AVETMIS)



Consideration 3 
Data  Auditability

1. How to trace the data lineage

2. How to trace the business rules that have been applied 
• Visible to whom
• Protocols to change

3. Change Management of the DW
• For example a query or report is developed and then the underlying 

data changes. How is transparency created?



Consideration 4 
Organisational Structural Change

1. IR has a strong predilection for long time series. The longer the time 
series, the more pertinent is managing the presentation of organisational 
changes

• How important is doing an impact analysis of an organisational 
change on say Student Performance?

2. Do old time series need to be supported or will conversion to new time 
series reflecting the current structure suffice? What strategies are in place 
to managed such change?

For example a School is split – mid year. What are the business rules and 
processes. Does it break the DW Business Rules? 



Consideration 5 
Benchmarking

• Importation/interfacing with other Universities, need a DW model 
that is agnostic to the source data

• The Govt reporting standards provide a standard that can be build 
around or  off, however other Benchmarking is ad hoc and ephemeral 
–

What is the DW approach for localised Benchmarking 
Agreements between Schools and external schools. Standards 
tend to be weaker and pliable eg Student Staff ratios 

• Benchmarking also includes international sources eg UNESCO 
supported sources and recently a Thomson Reuters commenced a 
ranking system and data collection. How do these standards get 
supported?

Therefore, IR needs to support multiple standards and definitions; 
how does the DW manage this?



Consideration 7 
Student Churn Analysis

Churn Analysis refers to patterns and behaviours of changes relative to a 
particular activity or event.

IR has an interest in Churn Analysis in relation to Admissions related activity, 
TAC/TISC applications and Life Cycle Events (failing Units).

How well does the DW facilitate this strategic level analysis? 



Consideration 8 
Compact Negotiations – Participation Targets

Excluding definitional issues, IR extends into market analysis, under 
representation, Low SES and utilises ABS and other sources of population 
data.

DW/IR has two option –

1) For the analysis using both DW and ABS and other external data sources 
to be done outside the DW or

2) For the external data to be imported into the DW

There are pros and cons –
• Pros – consolidate and whole organisation  analysis/reporting becomes 

available. Most important where this is considered “core”
• Cons – Cost effectiveness and efficiency in supporting specialised needs

This consideration raises issues of scope, agility of the DW to change and 
the ephemeral vs longevity of DW data. 



Consideration 6 
Life Cycle Analysis

LCA refers to first contact through to last contact with say students or staff 
and for IR, proves to be  most difficult  as it pulls together all available 
sources to create a profile of a cohort.

Implicit in the analysis are characteristics of the cohort at any stage of the 
LCA with the –
• Beginning and
• End being important

Remember some LCA focus on non-completing students who may be in the 
system for 10 years.

How does the DW manage change over time eg
• student statistics such as home postcode on first contact and home 
postcode on last contact and number of address changes?
• History of course changes?



Consideration 9 
Surveys

DW in Universities will include in their scope, survey data.

But will this create/support the ability to join all the staff and students 
responses from many different  surveys? This is one of the holy grails of IR.

A survey of survey policies, show only two Universities to have Survey 
Policies.  Issues of research ethics emerge.

Has your DW considered this IR need? 

Integration of survey text ie comments into the DW needs consideration as 
does the tools to undertake textual analysis.  How important is the reporting 
of text or qualitative analysis? 

Issues of libel are possible – DW tools can be used to mask certain 
comments  - “My lecturer Dean Ward was a &*$#@” or “My Lecturer xxxxxx
was a [expletive]…..”



Conclusion
• A DW is not end in itself, but a means to an end.

• Every Institution will have differing needs and some needs are known and 
some needs are unknown.

• Every University needs to rate priorities and desired outcomes from a DW 
and this may be conducive to IR or an impediment to IR. Does IR needs 
come first or last?

• IR practitioners are one of many stakeholders, but arguably in a powerful 
and influential position given their whole of organisation perspective and 
ability to drive and contribute to organisational performance. In the context of 
DEEWR Performance Based Funding, the role of IR is arguably more 
important than ever.

• DW’s have a beginning point and arguably no end point  - a DW will morph 
and move with the organisation  and all organisations are in changing 
environments, especially VET and Higher Education. IR needs to influence 
the direction given its proximity to managing and coping with the change.



Questions


